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Kurzfassung
Im Laufe des Softwarelebenszyklus eines Programms innerhalb einer sich ständig wechselnden
Softwareumgebung ist es wahrscheinlich, dass dieses Programm regelmäßig gewartet werden muss.
Wartungen kosten Geld und somit ist es wichtig, dass ebensolche Wartungen effizient und effek-
tiv durchgeführt werden können. Im Laufe der Geschichte der Softwareentwicklung traten unter
anderem zwei Architekturmuster hervor: Serviceorientierte Architektur und Microservices. Da
diese Architekturmuster ein hohes Maß an Wartbarkeit versprechen, wurden viele Altsysteme hin
zu diesen modernen Architekturen migriert. Es kann fatale Folgen für Unternehmen haben, wenn
Änderungen an einem System nicht schnell, risikofrei und fehlerfrei umgesetzt werden können.
Es wurden bereits viele Forschungsarbeiten bezogen auf die Wartbarkeit von serviceorientierter
Architektur publiziert. Systeme basierend auf Microservices fanden jedoch, bezogen auf Wart-
barkeitssicherung, nicht viel Beachtung. Sämtliche Forschungsarbeiten befinden sich verteilt auf
viele Literaturdatenbanken, wodurch ein umfassender Überblick erschwert wird. Um einen solchen
Überblick bereitzustellen, führten wir im Rahmen dieser Bachelorarbeit eine systematische Lit-
eraturstudie durch, die sich mit der Wartbarkeitssicherung von serviceorienter Architektur und
Systemen basierend auf Microservices beschäftigt.
Zur Durchführung dieser systematischen Literaturstudie entwickelten wir eine Reihe von relevanten
Forschungsfragen sowie ein striktes Forschungsprotokoll. Aufbauend auf diesem Protokoll sam-
melten wir insgesamt 223 Forschungsarbeiten von verschiedenen Herausgebern. Diese Arbeiten
wurden bezüglich ihres Inhalts zuerst in drei Gruppen von Kategorien unterteilt (architektonisch,
thematisch und methodisch). Danach wurden die jeweils relevantesten Forschungsrichtungen aus
jeder thematischen Kategorie herausgearbeitet und vorgestellt. Zum Abschluss wurden deutliche
Unterschiede der in den Forschungsarbeiten präsentierten Inhalte in Bezug auf serviceorientierte
Architektur und Microservice-basierte Systeme herausgearbeitet und dargestellt.
Unsere Ergebnisse zeigten eine deutliche Unterrepräsentation von Forschungsarbeiten zur Wart-
barkeitssicherung für Microservice-basierte Systeme. Während der Untersuchung der Kategorien
konnten wir diverse Forschungsrichtungen innerhalb dieser feststellen. Ein Beispiel hierfür ist
die Forschungsrichtung “change impact in business processes” in der Kategorie “Change Impact
and Scenarios”. Abschließend konnten wir einige Unterschiede bezogen auf die gesammelten
Forschungsarbeiten zwischen Systemen basierend auf einer serviceorientierten Architektur und
Systemen basierend auf Microservices feststellen. Ein solcher Unterschied kann zum Beispiel in
der Kategorie “Antipatterns and Bad Smells” gefunden werden. Im Vergleich zu Forschungsar-
beiten, welche sich auf serviceorientierte Architektur beziehen, beinhalten Forschungsarbeiten im
Zusammenhang mit Systemen auf Basis von Microservices nur grundlegende Informationen zu
Antipatterns, jedoch keine Herangehensweisen, um diese zu erkennen.
Aufgrund unserer Ergebnisse schlagen wir einen stärkeren Fokus auf Forschung zur Wart-
barkeitssicherung inMicroservice-basierten Systemen vor. Mögliche zukünftige Forschungsarbeiten
könnten überprüfen, ob Herangehensweisen zur Wartbarkeitssicherung von serviceorientierter Ar-
chitektur auch bei Microservices anwendbar sind. Darüber hinaus schlagen wir die Durchführung
von systematischen Literaturstudien vor, welche Themen wie “runtime adaptation”, “testing” und
“legacy migration” untersuchen, da diese Themen in unserer Literaturstudie ausgeschlossen wur-
den.
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Abstract
It is very likely that software running in an everchanging environment needs to evolve at multiple
points during its lifecycle. Because maintenance costs money, it is important for such tasks to be
as effective and efficient as possible. During the history of software development service- and
microservice-based architectures have emerged among other architectures. Since these architectures
promise to provide a high maintainability, many legacy systems are or were migrated towards a
service- or microservice-based architecture. In order to keep such systems running, maintenance
is inevitable. While a lot of research has been published regarding maintainability assurance for
service-based systems, microservice-based systems have not gotten a lot of attention. All published
research is spread across several scientific databases which makes it difficult to get an extensive
overview of existing work. In order to provide such overview of maintainability assurance regarding
service- and microservice-based systems, we conducted a systematic literature review.
To support our literature review, we developed a set of meaningful research questions and a rigid
research protocol. Based on our protocol we collected a set of 223 different papers. These papers
were first categorized into a threefold set of categories (architectural, thematical and methodical).
After that, the most relevant research directions from each thematical category were extracted and
presented. Lastly, we extracted and presented notable differences between approaches relating to
service-oriented architecture or microservice-based systems.
Our findings show a clear underrepresentation of maintainability assurance approaches suitable for
microservice-based systems. We further discovered that regarding our formed categories, we could
find several research directions such as change impact in business processes in “Change Impact and
Scenarios”. In the end, we could identify some differences between service- and microservice-based
systems concerning approaches we retrieved in this thesis. A difference, for example was that in
comparison with papers related to service-oriented architecture in “Antipatterns and Bad Smells”,
microservices related papers only contained basic information on antipatterns, but no approaches to
detect them.
Due to our findings we suggest a higher participation in research regarding maintainability assurance
for microservice-based systems. Possible future work in this area could include further research
on the applicability of service-oriented maintainability assurance approaches or techniques in
microservice-based systems. Furthermore, future researchers could conduct follow-up literature
reviews and investigate topics such as runtime adaptation, testing and legacy migration, since we
excluded such topics from this thesis.
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1 Introduction
In this chapter, we will take a short look at what motivates this thesis, at the objectives we intend to
solve and the remainder of this paper.
1.1 Motivation
With fast changing markets, it is likely that software running in this environment needs to evolve in
order to keep it working. Since maintenance is basically development [Wag13, p.11] and therefore
costs money, it is highly desirable to make this process as cheap and effective as possible. Throughout
the history of software development, several architectural styles have emerged and were incorporated
by developers in future software systems. One of these architectural styles is the well established
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). Another, rather new architectural style is the microservices
architecture. Both approaches promise to provide good maintainability and due to this, many
systems are or were migrated towards one of the mentioned architectures. In order to keep software
based on SOA or microservices running for a long period of time, it is inevitable that a potential
software system gets maintained (often several times) through its lifespan. Since the emerging of
SOA and microservices, a lot of research has been published related to maintainability assurance.
The problem with most research is that it is spread across several databases and books or journals.
Therefore, it is difficult to quickly gain an overview of existing scientific approaches and techniques.
To solve this problem, the approach of conducting a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) exists.
When done rightly, a researcher conducting an SLR is capable of gathering knowledge through
multiple sources, providing an overview of the work which has been done and by this also guiding
future work through revealing existing research gaps. However, to the best of our knowledge, no one
has conducted an SLR to provide a summary of existing scientific research related to maintainability
assurance in SOA and microservices until today. It is the goal of this thesis to close this gap and
provide an extensive overview of maintainability assurance approaches and techniques for service-
and microservice-based systems. Providing this overview benefits academia through revealing
possible areas of future work as well as industry, with providing maintenance approaches that can
help to maintain a system more efficiently.
1.2 Objective
As already mentioned, it is the intention of this thesis to provide an extensive overview on main-
tainability assurance for SOA and microservice-based systems. In order to achieve this goal, we
provide an SLR which answers the following research questions:
1. RQ1: How can maintainability assurance approaches and techniques for service- and
microservice-based systems that have been proposed in scientific literature be categorized?
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2. RQ2: How are the identified publications distributed among the formed categories?
3. RQ3: What are the most relevant research directions, challenges or gaps per identified
category?
4. RQ4: Are there notable differences between the approaches and techniques proposed for
service-based systems and those for microservices?
1.3 Remainder
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: chapter 2 provides technical background
information for important concepts, used in this thesis. Chapter 3 gives a brief review and summary
on related work in the area of this thesis. Chapter 4’s content is twofold. Firstly, an overview of
the general approach of an SLR is provided, then the research protocol specifically tailored to this
study is shown. Chapter 5 presents the results of the study. Firstly, more general results will be
presented and after this, the research questions will be answered and discussed. Chapter 6 provides
limitations of this study and possible threats to validity. Chapter 7 concludes the study with a
summary, our implications and an outlook on possible future work.
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This chapter provides an overview of important terms and concepts which are needed as a basis to
fully understand this study.
2.1 Service-Oriented Architecture
SOA is an architectural style that can be seen as an approach of combining different software
services, which communicate to other services through predefined protocols, to form an (in theory)
easily scalable and maintainable software system.
2.1.1 What is a Service?
A service is a software program, which provides a specific functionality and is stateless, not context
specific and self-contained. However, this is a very broad definition and applies to a lot of programs
existing. There is more to a service which we will elaborate now.
2.1.2 Service Characteristics
Services usually consist of three main components [Mul]: 1) an interface, 2) a contract and 3)
the specific implementation of the service. The interface is the component available to a service
requester, it defines how the requests are performed. The service contract defines how interaction
between consumer and requester must happen. Lastly, the implementation is the actual source code
of a service, which defines the functionality of a service. Services in SOA have three characteristics
[Pap03]:
1. Technology neutral: services should be invocable through standardized technology which is
available to most IT environments.
2. Loosely coupled: a service must not require knowledge, internal structures or conventions of
other services.
3. Support of location transparency: definition and location of a service should be stored in a
repository.
To describe a web service, Web Services Description Language (WSDL) is used. WSDL is a
language which is written in eXtensible Markup Language (XML) and able to specify the location
and the methods of the service [w3sd]. In SOA, there are several types of services which can be
divided in two categories: business services and infrastructure services [Mul]. Business services
are responsible for performing business processes like sending an invoice to a customer or providing
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a billing service. Infrastructure services, however, exist to provide technical functionality which is
needed to execute business processes. Often these infrastructure services are managed centrally
through an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB).
2.1.3 Service Communication
In order to enable services to communicate with each other, a way of communication needs to be
provided.
Enterprise Service Bus
As promoted by Kress et al. in [KMN+13], the ESB can be perceived as a middleware solution
which supports the interoperability of services in an heterogeneous environment.
Communication Protocols
Whether using an ESB or not, services need to follow communication protocols in order to exchange
data between each other.
XML XML is a language which was designed to be read both by humans and machines and is
used to transport and store data [w3sc].
SOAP The term SOAP stands for Simple Object Access Protocol, and is an application com-
munication protocol based on XML for sending and receiving messages. It is an envelope which
identifies an XML document as a SOAP message [w3sb].
REST Representational State Transfer (REST) can be seen as a structural design approach using
the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) requests GET, POST, DELETE and PUT to transfer data
between services [w3sa].
2.1.4 SOA Relationship
At this point, it is valid to think that SOA is all about the communication between different, technology
neutral and loosely coupled services.
However, it is important to say that SOA is not an architecture that is only about the services
communicating (interacting) with each other. One can see SOA as an relationship [Pap03] between
three types of participants, which are:
1. Service provider: handles definition of service description and publication to discovery
agency.
2. Service discovery agency: publishes a service and makes it discoverable.
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3. Service requestor (client): retrieves the service description by using the find operation
from the service discovery agency and invokes the service (or interacts with the provided
implementation.
Interactions between these participants incorporate the publish, find and bind operations as also can
be seen in figure 2.1.
Service
Provider
Service
Client
Service
Registry
Publish Bind
Find
Figure 2.1: Service relationship
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2.2 Microservices
The microservice-based architecture facilitates the usage of small service components (which are
technology neutral, independently running programs).
2.2.1 Origin
The origin of the termmicroservices is not specified. However, it was first discussed at a workshop in
Venice in 2011 [Fowa]. It can be seen as an architecture incorporating the characteristics mentioned
in section 2.2.2.
2.2.2 Characteristics
Since there is no formal definition for the microservices approach, we will try to point out some
common characteristics. Fowler states that not all microservice-based architectures share all charac-
teristics but he expects them to exhibit most of the following characteristics [Fowa].
• Componentization via services: hereby a component is an independent unit of software.
• Organized around business capabilities: no siloed teams, preferable are cross-functional
teams organized around capabilities.
• Products not Projects: this means a developer should accompany a system over the entire
lifecycle (hereby the inspiration is taken from Amazon’s ”You build it, you run it”1).
• Smart endpoints and dumb pipes: in contradiction to the ESB, microservices favor the
approach of not using a smart communication infrastructure between the services.
• Decentralized Governance: proposes the usage of the right tool (for example a specific
programming language like Java or C++) for the right job.
• Decentralized Data Management: data should be stored in a decentralized way (so there is no
central database), which means having different instances of the same database technology,
or even using an entirely different database system for every service which is described as
Polyglot Persistence [Fowb].
• Infrastructure Automation: Useful and applicable for Continuous Delivery or its precursor
Continuous Integration. Another option is the usage for management in production.
• Design for failure: services may fail if a potential supplier is not available at the time of need
and should therefore be designed to tolerate and handle failures appropriately.
• Evolutionary design: Microservices have great advantages in evolutionary design because
only the redeployment of affected services is needed, which makes changes much easier
and speeds up the process itself. However, this does not mean that a microservice-based
architecture needs to undergo changes less frequently.
1 Vogels, W. (2006) ’A Conversation with Werner Vogels’, interviewed by Jim Gray for ACM QUEUE. Available at:
https://queue.acm.org/detail.cfm?id=1142065 (Accessed: March 26, 2019)
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2.2.3 Difference to SOA
SOA is perceived by Fowler ([Fowa]) to be many different things depending on the people incor-
porating this architectural style (e.g exposing software through web services or making a system
communicate through some standart structure like XML) [Fow05]. This makes an actual comparison
hard or even impossible. However, based on section 2.1, a few differences are perceivable at which
we will have a closer look now. Firstly, services in SOA do not have specifications in terms of
size while in a microservice-based architecture these services are kept as small as possible [Fowa].
Secondly, many SOA applications make usage of an ESB which is used as a mediator between the
services (this could be seen as a smart pipe). In a microservices environment, however, only the
endpoints (the services) should be smart in order to get services as decoupled as possible. Thirdly,
while one of the microservices characteristics is decentralization [Fowa], for SOA, centralization is
very important, as can be seen in [Erl09]. Fourthly, while SOA relies on service orchestration and
service choreography, microservice-based architectures however, prefer service choreography over
service orchestration. Furthermore, for a microservice-based architecture, service choreography
should be minimized since this can lead to high efferent coupling [Ric16]. For this thesis we hold
the assumption that even if microservices can be seen as a form of SOA, both of them are different
architectural styles with shared commonalities.
2.3 Maintainability
In this section, we will define and explain basic terms relating to software maintenance and main-
tainability.
2.3.1 Software Maintenance
Wagner defines maintenance as the modification of software after its release. Maintenance can be
carried out to correct faults, improve performance and other attributes or to adapt to a changing
environment [Wag13, p.23].
Types of Maintenance
To fully understand how a system can be maintained, one must also look at the different types
of maintenance, which we will clarify now in this section. There are four types of maintenance
[Que]:
1. Perfective maintenance, which is about introducing new features to the software or adapting
to new requirements of the system.
2. Adaptive maintenance is a type of maintenance, triggered by surrounding factors like a
changing environment (e.g. new operating system or even new business rules).
3. Corrective maintenance addresses the repair of errors or faults in a software system.
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4. Preventive maintenance, are mostly tasks corresponding to the optimization of a software
product in the long run (e.g. increasing further maintainability or scalability), which can be,
for example, restructuring code.
Software Quality Assurance
The goal of Software Quality Assurance (SQA) is to: 1) assess the adequacy of a process which is
used to develop or modify software and 2) assess the adherence to this process [17, p.425].
2.3.2 Maintainability
Definition In direct relation to the definition of software maintenance in section 2.3.1, maintain-
ability defines the degree of how easily and quickly a system can undergo these changes [17].
Maintainability Assurance In this thesis we define maintainability assurance as a set of activ-
ities that provide sufficient confidence that a software system can be sustainably maintained and
evolved.
Maintainability Characteristics
Maintainability is represented by several characteristics at which we now take a brief look [ISO]:
• Modularity describes the degree of independence of the systems components. Preferred is a
high modularity, so that a change in one component has an impact as minimal as possible on
other components. In an SOA or microservices environment this means that the functionality
of a system is provided through several distributed services, each one serving a specific
purpose and only interacting with other services through interface calls. However, building
software as a modular system does not directly guarantee high modularity since this can only
be achieved through loose coupling, an important influencing factor we describe in section
2.3.3.
• Reusability is, as the term says, the degree to which a software component can be reused.
This is not necessarily a key factor for SOA, since services can be reusable (agnostic) and not
reusable (non-agnostic) [EW09]. However, striving for some level of reusability is essential
for SOA [Sta18]. For microservices, it is preferable to reuse code by copy (rather than design
reusable services), because this enables services to be further decoupled from each other
[Sta18].
• Analyzability is about how easily a software engineer can understand a system and assess the
change impact. For example, in case of a systems failure, analyzability is the degree of how
easily a software engineer can assess which components need to be replaced. With regard
to microservices and SOA we generally can say that analyzability depends on the size of a
service and the overall amount of services. Smaller services make it easier to understand
the functionality of a single service. The total amount of services influences, how easy a
software engineer can understand the whole system since this makes it more complex.
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• Modifiability declares how easily and quickly a system can be modified without getting into
danger of introducing new defects. In an SOA or microservices environment, modifiability
can be greatly affected by other services interacting with the service which is about to be
changed (e.g. when service interfaces are modified). Microservices tend to have a higher
modifiability through their evolutionary design characteristic briefly mentioned in section
2.2.2.
• Testability describes how easily and effectively a software product (or parts of it) can be
tested, which includes establishment of test criteria and determining, which of those criteria
have been met. For SOA this means that a single service is normally more easy to be tested
than big monolithic systems. However, integration testing gets harder with the amount of
overall services. In a microservices environment this is even more extreme since usually even
more and even smaller services exist.
However, it is important to note that several retrieved papers in this SLR use other terms e.g.
adaptability, which refers, in this case, more to functional adaptability than to the adaption to new
hardware environments. We will elaborate this terms in section 2.3.2.
Further Terms
The following terms do not specifically refer to the ISO/IEC 25010 characteristics of maintainability,
but are often used interchangeably when talking about maintenance or maintainability.
Evolvability Evolvability describes the degree of how easily a software system can accommodate
future changes [BCL12b]. According to Bogner et al. in [BWZ17a], the extending and adaptive
notion of maintainability is sometimes described with evolvability.
Adaptability Adaptability refers to the degree on how efficiently and effectively a system can
be adapted to different environments (e.g. evolving hardware) [ISO]. However, when referring to
adaptability or adaptation in this thesis, mostly functional adaptation is meant.
2.3.3 Influencing Factors
Many attributes can influence the maintainability of a system. In this section, we will list up several
attributes and outline how they can influence maintainability.
Complexity Chowdhury et al. state that complexity is a design attribute often applied to the
interaction between programmer and program and therefore depends on size, control structure and
other factors [CZ11]. An increase in complexity therefore automatically decreases themaintainability
through reducing modifiability and analyzability since high complexity nearly automatically hinders
the comprehension of a program component.
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Cohesion Cohesion is the degree of functional relationships between tasks in a software module
[17]. In terms ofmaintainability a high degree of cohesion is wanted since it increasesmaintainability.
High cohesion also often correlates to low coupling [Ing18, p.83].
Coupling As defined in [17], coupling describes (inter)dependency between software modules
or routines. Low coupling hereby means a low dependency between modules or routines. This is
desired since high coupling would mean that if a module is maintained it could have effects on other
modules and therefore could reduce maintainability because in the worst case changes also need to
happen in these modules.
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3 Related Work
This chapter presents a brief overview of work related to this thesis.
As Soldani et al. found out when adopting microservices, one is also adopting the advantages
(gains) and disadvantages (pains) of this architectural style [STH18]. In their paper, they conduct an
SLR with grey literature on microservices. They identify, analyse and compare technical as well
as operational pains and gains. They develop a taxonomy in which each identified pain and each
identified gain is associated with a specific concern. Afterwards these concerns were assigned to
common stages of the software lifecycle (design, development and operation). During their research,
they also recognized that the microservices approach improves the maintainability due to the small
size and self-containment of a service, which makes it more easy to understand for new personnel.
However, the paper covers the entire pros and cons of microservices. It covers maintainability
only as a positive result of the microservice-based architecture and not specifically how it can be
achieved.
Breivold et al. conducted an SLR to get an overview of scientific papers, which thematize analysis
and improvement of software evolvability on an architectural level [BCL12a]. They included 82
primary studies and summarized the studies into five main categories: quality considerations during
design, architectural quality evaluation, economic evaluation, architectural knowledge management
and modeling techniques. In their work they also focus on the aspect of maintainability since it
is considered as a closely-related alternative term to evolvability by the authors. However, they
do not focus on a specific set of architectures like SOA and microservices, which leads inevitably
to the coverage of a very broad spectrum of architectural styles. Their paper differentiates itself
greatly from this thesis, which proposes a more focused scope, covering only maintenance assurance
approaches for SOA and microservices.
In their paper, Venters et al. provide an overview of software sustainability approaches but do not
focus on Service-Based Systems (SBS) [VCB+18a]. Sustainability hereby is defined as a system’s
capacity to endure. The content of the paper is divided up into several chapters and they can be
described as follows: sustainability from an architectural point of view, importance of sustainability
for architectural decisions, software metrics for the estimation of sustainability with focus on a
practical point of view, academic perspectives and issues and research challenges.
In their literature review, Bogner et al. present metrics from literature which can be used to automati-
cally measure the maintainability of SOA software systems [BWZ17a]. Therefore they first provided
a short overview of the history of maintainability metrics and later moved on, presenting a list of
selected metrics specifically for SBS. At last, they investigated the applicability of these metrics to
microservice-based systems. This paper is one of the few papers explicitly addressing microservices
and how maintainability can be quantified with metrics within this architectural approach. However,
it needs to be mentioned that this paper only covers a small area of maintainability assurance, i.e. it
is not an alternative to this thesis.
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[QLJL14] performed a systematic mapping study on regression testing techniques for web services.
To achieve this, they conducted the mapping study on scientific work, which was released between
2000 and 2013 and studied 60 regression testing techniques in total from the perspective of different
stakeholders (service developers, service providers, service registries, service integrators and service
users). The paper focuses more on evaluating different regression testing techniques as on improving
testability in the first place which also distinguishes it from the scope of our work.
Bani-Ismail et al. present a systematic literature review on service identification challenges in SOA
[BB18a]. Challenges, identified by the authors were service quality attributes, business-IT alignment,
systematic Service Identification Method (SIM), comprehensive SIM, tool support, validation, input
artifact and configurability of SIM. An interesting finding was that service quality attributes (in
particular service granularity) need more attention with future research as it is considered as a top
challenge. The difference to our thesis is, that the paper uses an SLR to provide more information on
service identification challenges, which is a much more detailed scope compared to our approach.
To provide more information on service-oriented system engineering challenges, Gu et al. conducted
an SLR on scientific papers related to the topic, which were published between January 2000 and
July 2008 [GL09]. An interesting fact which is provided by their tabular overview on challenges,
is that maintenance is numerically not well represented. The paper uses an SLR to gain more
knowledge on SOA but with notable different intentions compared to the work provided in this
thesis.
In [VKG17], the authors conducted an SLR to analyze emerging standards, types of research
conducted and the main practical motivations behind microservices related research. Deriving from
the provided figures, one can say that nearly half of the research conducted, is related to the proposal
of solutions. To get an answer to practical motivations behind microservices related research, the
authors map the retrieved papers to different operational areas. An interesting, yet logical finding was
that due to the relatively young architectural approach, most research papers focused on functionality
and design questions. Furthermore, the authors analyzed emerging standards in microservice-based
architectures and discovered that REST can be described as the standard for microservices. Looking
at common tools, it is stated, that Docker can be seen as the most frequently used one. Compared to
our work, the paper focuses more on giving a broad overview related to microservices research, not
looking at specific aspects (e.g. maintainability) in detail.
In their paper, Alkharabsheh et al. provide a systematic mapping study concerning smell detection
in software design, including research work from 2000 to 2017 [ACMT18]. They define bad smells
as design defects, design flaws, anomalies, pitfalls, antipatterns and disharmonies. In contrast to
this thesis, the paper focuses only on smell detection, but with a much broader scope concerning
software architecture styles.
In conclusion, we can say that literature reviews with regard to maintainability assurance in SOA
and microservice-based architectures are currently non-existent which proves the existence of a gap
which we intend to close with this thesis.
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The following chapter will provide information about the chosen methodology and the developed
research protocol.
4.1 Systematic Literature Review
As [KC07] stated in their guidelines, there are many reasons to conduct an SLR, which can be for
example:
1. Summarization of existing work.
2. Identification of research gaps.
3. Based on found research gaps, suggesting research agendas to fill identified research gaps.
An SLR is a secondary study with the main goal of identifying and evaluating scientific work,
related to an area of research. Therefore, to achieve this goal we proposed research questions we
intended to answer. After completing this step we defined a research protocol capable of doing so.
Firstly, we decided which data sources (electronic scientific databases) should be used. Secondly,
we developed a reproducible search strategy, containing a consistent search term used through all
data sources. After retrieving the first set of results we filtered all papers basing on our defined
inclusion and exclusion criteria. With the now retrieved second result set, we conducted a forward
citation search using google scholar and each new retrieved paper also was assessed using the before
mentioned inclusion and exclusion criteria. After completing this step we categorized each paper
(see also section 4.2.6). The full categorized result set can be inspected in appendix A and appendix
B. The filtering steps performed on all results of the original search as well as on the result set of
the forward citation search, the definition of categories and the assignment to those, were done
independently by two researchers and differences of opinion were discussed. Lastly, we provided an
answer to our proposed research questions.
4.2 Research Protocol
In this chapter we present how the SLR was carried out. We therefore firstly present our research
questions and then our research strategy. A compact overview of our process can be seen in figure
4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Research process
4.2.1 Research Questions
As we already mentioned in chapter 1.2, the following research questions will be answered:
1. RQ1: How can maintainability assurance approaches and techniques for service- and
microservice-based systems that have been proposed in scientific literature be categorized?
2. RQ2: How are the identified publications distributed among the formed categories?
3. RQ3: What are the most relevant research directions, challenges or gaps per identified
category?
4. RQ4: Are there notable differences between the approaches and techniques proposed for
service-based systems and those for microservices?
4.2.2 Datasources
The following electronic databases were used during the basic research step:
1. IEEE Xplore
2. ACM Digital Library
3. ScienceDirect
4. SpringerLink
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4.2.3 Search Strategy
To provide a reconstructable search, the searchterm was assembled as follows:
a) maintainability
b) evolution
c) modifiability
d) evolvability
1. service-oriented
2. service-based
3. SOA
4. microservice
(a OR b OR c OR d) AND (1 OR 2 OR 3 OR 4)
We didn’t use proximity or wildcard search due to the lack of support from some of the search
engines.
To narrow down and streamline results, there were several additions made depending on the search
engine, since not every search engine is restricted to computer science or software engineering.
• ScienceDirect
– Title, abstract or author specified keywords must contain: (software OR development)
NOT (health OR psychology OR weather).
• Springer
– Discipline: computer science
– Language: English
4.2.4 Inclusion and Exclusion Process
To be included in the literature review, a paper needed to pass a three-step process which will be
explained now in detail.
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Basic Inclusion Criteria
In this first step, basic requirements were checked. To pass this step, all of the conditions below
needed to be fulfilled.
1. Language was to be English.
2. Publishing date was to be between and including 2007 and 2018.
Because some engines provided an unmanageable amount of results, all results were filtered by
relevance and enumerated from one to x. A paper was not considered if x > 250, to narrow down
the result set to a reasonable size. There might be the possibility that some important papers were
excluded this way but there also was a forward citation search. If a paper was relevant to a high
degree, there was a good probability, that it was found while the citation search was conducted.
Content-Based Inclusion
The second step in itself was a two step process:
1. Title based inclusion
To decide if a paper should be passed on to the next step, the following guidelines were
developed:
a) The title should have contained the search terms or modified versions/synonyms (e.g. a
combination of “maintainability” and “service-oriented software” like in [PR11]).
b) If this was not the case we investigated if hints existed that the topic was about mi-
croservices or service-based systems in combination with a maintainability related topic.
Take for example: “Measuring the Quality of Service Oriented Design” ([SSP09]). It
is clear that this scientific paper is about SOA. However, maintainability is not clearly
mentioned in the title but quality attributes often include coupling and cohesion which
can influence maintainability significantly. In such cases a paper was forwarded to step
two (abstract-based inclusion). If a title could not be judged at all, the paper was also
forwarded to step two. This is because sometimes titles were designed in a way we
could not guess the content. Other researchers also have stumbled over this problem
[DD08].
c) If a paper could already be judged to be unsuitable by its title, it was excluded from the
study right away. However, if it passed this step or the title could not be assessed, it
(still) needed to pass the abstract-based inclusion.
2. Abstract-based inclusion
If a paper was judged by its abstract, the following questions were asked:
a) Are the authors specifically addressing microservices, SOA or related terms (e.g. SBS)?
We excluded a paper if this was not the case like in [VCB+18b].
b) Is a sufficient focus on maintainability (or related terms like evolvability or adaptability
etc.) provided? A paper had to be excluded if nothing relating to maintainability was
presented therein as in [BFH16].
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⇒ If these questions could not be answered by only reading the abstract, other sections of
the paper (e.g. conclusion) were skimmed.
While the following areas are in some way related to service-based maintainability assurance, we
explicitly excluded such papers from the SLR. We wanted to narrow down the scope and provide a
more detailed view of already incorporated topics since each of the following topics provide enough
content to be dealt with in a separate SLR.
1. Runtime adaptation like in [FL13].
2. Testing like in [JGV+14].
3. Migration of legacy systems to microservices or SOA like in [LS07].
Quality-Based Exclusion
At last, a paper’s quality was evaluated. If a paper had not met our expectations concerning quality
it was excluded from this SLR. To be eligible for this thesis, the contribution of the paper or sub
segment (this can be for example a single chapter) needed to be clearly described (this included also
models, challenges, general conditions, limitations etc. if applicable like in [DMT13]).
4.2.5 Forward Citation Search
After conducting (and evaluating) the initial search, all included results were used for a forward
citation search. To conduct this search step, we used Google Scholar, as this search engine is not
restricted to a specific database and has a widespread range. For each accepted paper, a forward
citation search was conducted and the first 15 results were retrieved for evaluation. The newly
retrieved set of papers was now evaluated as described in chapter 4.2.4. However, if a paper was
included via citation search, no additional citation search for the retrieved paper was conducted.
4.2.6 Categorization
In order to provide a sufficient categorization for each paper, all included papers were skimmed
for their content and chosen approach (e.g. case study or SLR) and the first set of categories was
proposed. Categorization is threefold: an architectural categorization, a thematical categorization
and a methodical categorization. Each paper needed to be categorized into exactly one of the
architectural categories and at least one of the thematical categories. A methodical categorization
was optional. However, the first categorization was proven to be insufficient since too many
papers needed to be listed as others. We redesigned the categories and came up with the current
categorization which we present in section 5.2, where we also explain each set of categories
briefly.
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In this chapter, we present the results from our SLR.
5.1 SLR Results
Before going into detail with answering the research questions, a short summary of general results
is presented in this section.
5.1.1 Included Papers per stage
While conducting our research, we rigidly kept track on which paper was included or excluded in
our process during a specific step. Figure 5.1 shows the exact amount of papers that were left after
each step of our research protocol. We started with a total amount of 1000 papers distributed to
four publishers. After the inclusion and exclusion process a total of 122 papers were left. We then
conducted the forward citation search and the second inclusion and exclusion process. We merged
the results and received a total of 223 papers.
Initial set: 1000
papers
Included set
before citation
search: 122
papers
Included set after
citation search:
223 papers
ACM: 250 
papers
IEEE: 250 
papers
Springer: 250 
papers
ScienceDirect:
250 papers
Figure 5.1: Included papers per stage
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5.1.2 Distribution of Papers
In this section, we will take a closer look at how the papers were distributed for each step. Obviously
the initial set was evenly distributed between ScienceDirect, Springer, ACM and IEEE. Figure 5.2
shows the distribution of papers before the citation search was conducted. An interesting finding
here is that IEEE provided roughly half of all papers. The other half is represented by Springer,
ACM and ScienceDirect, which provides the lowest amount of papers. Figure 5.3 displays the
distribution of papers after the citation search was conducted. Just as before the citation search,
IEEE provides roughly half of all papers included in this SLR. The other half is represented by ACM,
Springer, ScienceDirect and various other electronic databases (e.g. publishers and universities),
summarized as ”Other”. Figure 5.4 shows the distribution of all papers over the included years after
the citation search. The diagram shows that there had been a varying release of papers over the
years. The lowest point with only six releases can be found in 2007, which is not surprising because
an SOA was pretty scarce at that time so there might have not been a lot of funding for researchers.
It may also be due to the fact that SOA was relatively new and therefore nobody worried about
maintenance or evolution so far. After 2007, there was a rise of released papers, peaking in 2011
with overall 35 papers released that year. The years after significant less papers were released with
a local minimum in 2017 (15 papers).
6 (5%)
26 (21%)
63 (52%)
27 (22%)
ScienceDirect ACM IEEE Springer
Figure 5.2: Distribution before citation search (per publisher)
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Figure 5.3: Distribution after citation search (per publisher)
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Figure 5.4: Overall distribution of publications (per year, after citation search)
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5.2 Categories (RQ1)
In order to answer RQ1, we now present our suggested categorization approach. To get an overview
of covered topics and methods used, we developed the following, threefold set of categories. Each
set of categories is independent from the others. Every retrieved paper was assigned to exactly one
architectural category and at least one thematical category. The third set of categories (methodical)
however, was optional. In order to fully understand our categorization approach, we will first explain
each set in general and then focus on the therein proposed categories. The full set of all categorized
papers can be found in appendix A and in appendix B.
Table 5.1 gives a high-level overview on each set of categories.
Set Description
Multiple categories
possible?
Mandatory
Architectural
In this set papers were assigned to one of three categories
based on their focus on either SOA, microservices or both.
No Yes
Thematical
The thematical set incorporates nine categories
which describe a paper’s content on a topic-based level.
Yes Yes
Methodical
This set contains the proposed method- and contribution-related categories.
That means, a category can either be defined by
therein presented approaches (e.g. literature study)
or contributions (e.g. a reference architecture).
Yes No
Table 5.1: Categorization
5.2.1 Architectural Categories
In this section, we present all categories which belong to the architectural categories set.
SOA
This category covers all papers whose main focus are SOA or relating topics (e.g. SBS) as in
[Pal13].
Microservices
Analogous to the SOA category, this category covers all papers where the main focus is on microser-
vices as in [ZNL17].
SOA and Microservices
If a paper’s content was suitable for both SOA and microservices as in [BWZ17a], it was sorted into
this architectural category.
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5.2.2 Thematical Categories
In this section we present our nine thematical categories and explain them briefly.
Architecture Recovery and Documentation
In order to keep systems maintainable and evolvable, it is important to document systems well.
However, mostly for older systems there is no documentation available which makes evolution
hard or even impossible. This category contains papers which contribute to either providing a
sufficient documentation of a system’s architecture or providing information and approaches on
how a system’s architecture can be recovered (e.g. [KUSM18]).
Model-driven Approaches
The Model Driven Software Development (MDSD) approach refers to a style of software develop-
ment which centers itself on building models of a system. These models are expressed as diagrams,
for example with UML. The diagrams are used to specify a system for a modelling tool and then
code is generated in a programming language [Fow08]. In terms of maintainability assurance,
model-driven approaches can separate a system from its evolution and describe how this system can
evolve [LCZ12]. An example for this can be seen in [LCZ12].
Patterns
This category includes papers related to patterns (such as [DMT13]). A pattern is a reusable solution
(good practice) to a repeatedly presented issue in software design. However, a pattern is not a
completed design, it is a description on how a component should be designed [MJ11]. Applying a
pattern can improve a system’s maintainability.
Antipatterns and Bad Smells
In contradiction to the patterns category, this category contains papers related to antipatterns and bad
smells (e.g. [Pal13]). An antipattern (bad smell) can affect quality attributes such as maintainability
in a negative way.
Service Identification and Decomposition
This category contains all papers related to Service Identification (SI) or Service Decomposition
(SD) in service- and microservice-based architectures such as [Dam14]. SI and SD are closely
related. SI is the process of deciding which functions and capabilities should be included into a
service in service- and microservice-based systems. SD however, while it is a SI approach, focuses
on splitting already existing services into smaller services with more distinct capabilities. The
wrong execution of SI or SD can introduce antipatterns in a system’s code. Possible antipatterns are
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God Object Web Services (to much functionality) and Fine Grained Web Services (few low cohesive
operations) [PMTG14]. Both antipatterns lower the overall cohesion of web services [PMTG14]
and therefore also lower maintainability (see also section 2.3.3).
Change Impact and Scenarios
Scenario Based Evaluation (SBE) is the process of analyzing the impact of possible future events by
also considering alternative outcomes, i.e., scenarios [Bal19]. SBE can be used to analyze software
quality attributes (e.g. scalability, security, maintainability etc.). Since it is the goal this thesis to
provide knowledge on maintainability assurance approaches and techniques, we only focus on SBE
in combination with maintainability. A special case of SBE is change impact analysis. Change
impact analysis focuses on the process of analyzing how changing one specific component can affect
other components as well (e.g. through changing a service interface). If a paper related to either
change impact analysis (e.g. [EMK12]) or SBE (as in [NGS15]), it was sorted into this category.
Maintainability Metrics and Prediction
Analogous to the more general term of software metrics, maintainability metrics are measures of
quantifiable software characteristics relating to maintainability. To be in this category, a paper must
present information about maintainability metrics or approaches on how these metrics can be used
in order to predict maintainability related aspects in SOA or microservice-based systems such as in
[DDD11].
Evolution Management
Evolution Management is the most general category beside “Other”. We sorted a paper into
this category if therein presented approaches help to improve the overall evolution process (e.g.
[BKC+10]). Possible improvements could be achieved through: 1) providing approaches to plan
the evolution process, 2) speeding up the evolution process, 3) making the overall evolution process
more resistant to faults or 4) eliminating potential negative consequences. However, when talking
about eliminating negative consequences, it is important to differentiate it from change impact. We
defined our understanding and scope of change impact in the corresponding section above. Every
paper fitting our description above and relating to change impact but not focusing on change impact
between different services or business processes, was sorted into this category.
Other
This category lists all papers which could not be sorted into one of the categories (e.g. [LWD08] or
[DJC08]) above to avoid a large number of very small categories.
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5.2.3 Methodical Categories
In this section, we present a brief overview of our methodical categorization. As already mentioned
above, this categorization is optional and therefore not all papers are represented here.
Case Study, Field Study or Empirical Study
In this category, we included all papers containing a case study (e.g [KRN+11]), field study (e.g
[KLS08]) or an empirical study (e.g [WKZ14]). We chose to include a paper having a case study,
when therein presented approaches were demonstrated using a (mostly) exemplary system. If an
approach was checked against a real world system (e.g. industry or Open Source) we included a
paper for containing a field study. In order to be included for providing an empirical study, a paper
must have presented results from a survey, interview or experiment.
Literature Study
All papers, in which the authors used a literature study (e.g. SLR, Systematic Mapping Study, etc.)
as their mode of operation (as in [BB18a]) are mentioned here. We already explained the basic
principles of an SLR in section 4.1.
Model or Taxonomy
This category presents all papers in which the authors present a model or taxonomy (as in [ZAB15]).
In order to be identified as a taxonomy related paper, the authors must have presented a system
which is able to organize their findings or research artifacts into groups with similar qualities (as
in [PM15]) [Dicc]. To be identified as a model related paper, the authors needed to provide a
representation of their idea or approach, which could be also in an abstracted way (i.e. as meta
model) as in [IHL+13].
Processes and Methods
In processes and methods, all papers are contained which include specific methods (e.g [LMN10])
or processes (as in [WC15]) in order to improve and assure maintainability. A method is a used
technique to achieve a goal [Dica], a process however, describes an entire sequence of activities to
achieve a specific goal [Dicb].
Reference Architecture and Tools
In this category, we included all papers relating to the presentation or usage of reference architectures
(as in [RGR11]) or tools (as in [WYZ11]). Reference architectures are reusable, generic templates
for building system architectures [WB14a].
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5.3 Distribution among Categories (RQ2)
In order to get a sufficient overview of the distribution among the formed categories, we first take a
look at the distribution among the three architectural categories and then inspect the distribution of
papers among the thematical as well as the methodical categories.
5.3.1 Distribution among Architectural Categories
Comparing all retrieved papers in figure 5.5 and adding up the “Microservices” and “Both” category,
only 11% of all retrieved papers are related to microservices in our result set. The remaining 199
papers (89%) are related only to SOA. However, to compare the actual distribution on the topic of
maintainability assurance, it would be more appropriate to consider only papers released in and after
2014. This is due to the fact that the first microservices related paper we retrieved, was published in
2014. Even if the naming of this architecture took place two years earlier [Fowa], microservices
emerged from industry practice and therefore it took some time for microservices related topics to
arrive in scientific publications. Looking at figure 5.6, we can see that roughly only a quarter of all
released papers are related to microservices. In other words, only 2,5 out of 10 papers released, are
related to maintainability assurance in microservice-based architectures. Recent research has shown
that using a microservice-based architecture is perceived to have a positive impact on a software
product’s maintainability [BFWZ19]. This might be a reason for the low amount of publications
relating to maintainability assurance in microservice-based architectures.
199 (89,2%)
12 (5,4%)
12 (5,4%)
SOA MS Both
Figure 5.5: Papers related to SOA, microservices (MS) or both
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73 (75,3%)
12 (12,4%)
12 (12,4%)
SOA MS Both
Figure 5.6: Papers related to SOA, microservices (MS) or both, 2014 until 2018
5.3.2 Distribution among Thematical Categories
Looking at the distribution among our formed thematical categories in figure 5.7, several things are
ascertainable.
Firstly, 25,1% of all papers provide “Evolution Management” related content and therefore make it
the best represented category shortly followed by “Maintainability Metrics and Prediction” (24,7%).
Secondly, the three best represented categories “Evolution Management”, “Maintainability Metrics
and Prediction” and “Change Impact and Scenarios”(17,5%), contain more than half of all collected
approaches and techniques. Lastly, the other half consists of six smaller categories (all with less
than 10%): “Service Identification and Decomposition” (9,4%), “Antipatterns and Bad Smells”
(9,4%), “Other” (8,1%), “Patterns” (6,3%), “Model-driven Approaches” (5,4%) and “Architecture
Recovery and Documentation” (4%).
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9 (4,0%) 12 (5,4%)
14 (6,3%)
21 (9,4%)
21 (9,4%)
39 (17,5%)
55 (24,7%)
56 (25,1%)
18 (8,1%)
ARD MD-A P APBS SID CIS MMP EM O
Figure 5.7: Distribution among thematical categories, all percentages relative to 223 papers
ARD = “Architecture Recovery and Documentation”,MD-A = “Model-driven Approaches”, P =
“Patterns”, APBS = “Antipatterns and Bad Smells”, SID = “Service Identification and Decomposi-
tion”, CIS = “Change Impact and Scenarios”,MMP = “Maintainability Metrics and Prediction”,
EM = “Evolution Management”, O = “Other”
5.3.3 Distribution among Methodical Categories
Noticeable in figure 5.8 is the fact that 141 papers (63,2%) included a case study, field study or
empirical study. Containing 110 papers (49,3% of all papers) in total, “Processes and Methods”
is the second largest methodical category. With 75 papers (33,6% of all papers) total, “Model or
Taxonomy” is the third-largest category directly followed by “Reference Architecture and Tools”
containing a total of 72 papers (32,3% of all papers). The least represented category is “Literature
Study” with only 25 papers (11,2% of all papers).
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141 (63,2%)
25 (11,2%)
75 (33,6%)
110 (49,3%)
72 (32,3%)
CFE LS MT PM RAT
Figure 5.8: Distribution among methodical categories, all percentages relative to 223 papers
CFE = “Case Study, Field Study or Empirical Study”, LS = “Literature Study”,MT = “Model or
Taxonomy”, PM = “Processes and Methods”, RAT = “Reference Architecture and Tools”
Investigating used methods and contributions per thematic category (see figure 5.9), the first thing
we noticed was that even while “Evolution Management” contained most processes and methods
overall (66,1%), every paper in “Model-driven Approaches” contained a process or a method. Also,
most case studies, field studies or empirical studies relative to a category’s size were conducted in
“Antipatterns and Bad Smells” (85,7%) however, the absolute maximum amount of such studies were
conducted in “Maintainability Metrics and Prediction” (38). Furthermore, also relative to the size of
the category, most literature studies were conducted in “Service Identification and Decomposition”
(28,6% of all papers in this category) but when looking at absolute numbers, most literature studies
can be found in “Maintainability Metrics and Prediction” (11 papers). Moreover, the highest
absolute number of models or taxonomies can be found in “Evolution Management”, while “Model-
driven Approaches” contains the highest amount (66,7%) relative to this category’s size. Closing,
“Maintainability Metrics and Prediction” contains the overall most models or taxonomies (38) but
regarding the distribution inside each category, “Antipatterns and Bad Smells” contains the highest
relative amount (85,7%).
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Figure 5.9: Thematical categories and therein presented approaches and contributions, multiple
categories per paper are possible
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ARD = “Architecture Recovery and Documentation”,MD-A = “Model-driven Approaches”, P =
“Patterns”, APBS = “Antipatterns and Bad Smells”, SID = “Service Identification and Decomposi-
tion”, CIS = “Change Impact and Scenarios”,MMP = “Maintainability Metrics and Prediction”,
EM = “Evolution Management”, O = “Other”, CFE = “Case Study, Field Study or Empirical
Study”, LS = “Literature Study”,MT = “Model or Taxonomy”, PM = “Processes and Methods”,
RAT = “Reference Architecture and Tools”
5.4 Relevant Research Directions, Challenges and Gaps (RQ3)
After we presented our categorization approach and the distribution of all papers among those
formed categories, we now take a look at the therein presented relevant approaches and techniques.
A full list with all categorized papers can be found in appendix A and appendix B.
Architecture Recovery and Documentation
Out of all nine papers retrieved in this category, seven include a case study, field study or empirical
study.
Concerning SOA, three papers provide information on how a specific service-based system works or
is constructed in order to ease maintenance in such systems ([BWH18], [REW+11] and [EZG11]).
In an enterprise SBS such task can not be done manually due to size and complexity. Therefore,
Buchgeher et al. in corporation with Raiffeisen Software GmbH provide a platform capable to
extract and provide architectural information of large software systems [BWH18].
Further, such provided architectural information can be used for conformance checking against
reference architectures. Weinreich et al. provide a fully automatic approach to extract an SBS
architecture which is then validated against a reference architecture [WB14b].
Moving to microservices related papers, all papers provided contain preliminary work ([AAE18] and
[SKH+17]) or concrete approaches ([MW18], [KUSM18] and [GCF+17]) to recover microservice-
based architectures. One of these approaches is MICROLYZE which combines static and dynamic
runtime data to reconstruct microservice-based architectures and recognizes infrastructural changes
in real-time [KUSM18].
Model-driven Approaches
A first interesting finding we had was that all papers either contained a process or a method and no
literature studies were conducted in this category.
Regarding a service’s underlying business process, we could find six papers ([BABM11], [SS09],
[K C13], [Lar08], [LCZ12] and [DCG11]), which refer to Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) or Business Process Execution Language (BPEL). A unique approach from these papers
we retrieved was provided by Boukhebouze et al.. In their approach a business process is specified
with rules based on the event-condition-action model. These rules can be translated into a graph of
rules. The graph is then used to assess a business process’s flexibility and to estimate its cost of
change [BABM11].
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Another, rather unique method was presented by Liu et al. To simulate a service-oriented system’s
evolution process, petri nets are a potentially usable formal method. However, it is a difficult task
to model the dynamic interaction behaviour of SBS because petri nets are to limited to deal with
complex message structures in service interaction [LCZ12]. To solve this problem, Liu et al. propose
the usage of colored, reflective petri nets, since they are more expressive compared to traditional
place/transition petri nets [LCZ12].
Two of the papers which do not refer to business process related topics, make usage of patterns to
improve maintainability or evolvability in SOA ([ZDZ10] and [TSZ18]). An example for the usage
of patterns can be seen in [TSZ18]. In their paper, Tragatschnig et al. propose a change pattern
based approach in order to support event-driven-service-oriented-architecture (EDSOA) evolution
[TSZ18].
Lastly, we found out that the majority of papers in this category were released in 2013 and earlier,
with only two exceptions: 1) [ZGZW16] in 2016 and 2) [TSZ18] in 2018.
Patterns
Patterns usually provide reusable templates which can help to build well defined services [WHHC14]
and are tightly coupled to characteristics like maintainability. We discovered that the representation
is very low for SOA and even lower for microservice-based architectures ([PDMG14], [ZNL17] and
[Bog18]). In total, we found 14 papers related to patterns. With further investigating these provided
papers, we found several sub-groups and few unique papers which we will describe now.
In [Ath17] and [WHHC14] the authors describe, inter alia, new patterns. Coherent with this
discovery, we also found out that currently there is no paper which provides a general overview on
patterns in SOA and microservices. All papers we retrieved focused either on few patterns or on a
single pattern which is described further.
In total, three papers were related to pattern detection ([MPS14], [PDMG14] and [DMT13]). The
authors in this papers presented two main approaches (rule-based in [DMT13] or heuristic-based in
[PDMG14] and [MPS14]) to detect patterns in SOA and in case of [PDMG14] in both, SOA and
microservices.
The only microservices exclusive approach, is provided by Zdun et al.. While decomposing a legacy
system into a microservice-based system it is important to assess if the proposed system design
is still in conformance with the planned architecture. In their work, Zdun et al. provide a set of
constraints and metrics to check pattern conformance in a microservices decomposition architecture
[ZNL17].
Another unique contribution, exclusive for SOA, is provided by Palma et al. In their paper, they
present the results of an empirical study, which aimed to quantify the impact of service patterns as
well as antipatterns on the maintenance of SBS [PAK+14].
Lastly, we found several papers providing assistance in evolution-related issues (e.g [Xa12],
[PMH+15] or [Bog18]). For example, in [Xa12], the authors provide an approach to support
dynamic evolution of SOA in clouds, basing on a set of several evolution patterns.
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Antipatterns and Bad Smells
In contrast to patterns which help improving code by introducing good practices, antipatterns (if
practiced) do exactly the opposite. Antipatterns are known for worsening software maintainability.
Our first impression investigating this category was that antipatterns (21 contributions) have had
slightly more attention over the last years in comparison to patterns (14 contributions).
When taking a look at the distribution between SOA and microservices related papers, we found only
two papers ([PGM+15], [PDMG14]) contribute to microservices and SOA related topics as well as
two papers ([CBD18], [TL18]) that are microservices exclusive. We could also find two literature
studies, both related to SOA ([SPR+19], [Pal15]). One of these SLRs which was conducted by Sabir
et al. focused on smell detection in Object Oriented Programming (OOP) and SOA ([SPR+19]).
Another interesting finding we had in this section was that nearly all papers contained a case study,
field study or empirical study, with exception of three papers ([PM15], [SPR+19], [NPMG13]).
Concerning SOA exclusive approaches, most papers (12) we retrieved, focused on the detection of
antipatterns with several approaches. One of these approaches is SODA (Service Oriented Detection
for Antipatterns). SODA is a heuristic approach to detect antipatterns in SBS, provided by Nayrolles
et al. in [NPMG13]. This approach gets further improved in [NMV13] by Nayrolles et al.. SOMAD
(Service Oriented Mining for Antipattern Detection) improves the detection of SOA antipatterns by
mining execution traces [NMV13].
A unique approach we retrieved was provided by Pismag in [Pis17]. In his work he proposes a
method using machine learning to predict web service antipatterns for SOA.
Moving to contributions which are related to microservices and SOA, we found, as already described,
two papers. We already mentioned the first paper ([PDMG14]) in the patterns section. In the second
paper, Palma et al. present the DOLAR (Detection Of Linguistic Antipatterns in REST) approach,
which uses semantic as well as syntactic analyses to detect linguistic antipatterns in RESTful
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) [PGM+15].
Regarding microservices exclusive papers, we could find only two contributions. The first contains
a basic overview of bad smells in microservice-based architectures ([TL18]) and the second pa-
per presents nine pitfalls (bad smells) when migrating from legacy architecture to microservices
([CBD18]).
Service Identification and Decomposition
A total of 21 papers were sorted into this category. From these 21 papers two are exclusively related
to microservices ([ZNL17] and [JTKB18]). Both papers provide a SD approach. The most chosen
type of contribution was either a process or a method (15 papers) as can be seen in figure 5.9.
We found out that literature studies were published quite regularly concerning SI strategies or
challenges in SOA (e.g [KKCR09b] in 2009, [CLW11] in 2012, [HPD+14] in 2014 and [BB18a] in
2018). We briefly summarized two papers as an example to present an impression of these provided
SLRs,
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In their work, Cai et al. provide knowledge on when and how service identification should be carried
out in SOA. They analyzed recent research and extracted sets of activities which are shared through
different identification strategies. These so called high value activities were analyzed with regard to
their input, artifacts and their mode of operation [CLW11].
In the process of service identification in SOA, challenges can arise. To get an overview of these
challenges, Bani-Ismail et al. conducted an SLR on service identification challenges [BB18a]. They
extracted eight service identification challenges namely: service quality attributes, business-IT
alignment, systematic SIM, comprehensive SIM, tool support, validation, input artifact and lastly
configurability of SIM. Bani-Ismail et al. also found out that service quality attributes needs further
attention, since this is considered a top challenge [BB18a].
Investigating into relevant research directions, we found out that we could identify three topics,
which recur more often than the rest. As this category is not well represented overall (21 papers, as
already mentioned), our findings might not be representative.
The first research direction we could identify, provides knowledge on how SI strategies could be
used to provide reusable services ([LMN10], [HLK08] and [AS16]).
Another research direction we found, contains papers were authors use SI techniques to automatically
derive services ([LM12] and [LPM15]).
In [OSIS16], [KD08] and [EKM07], the authors focus not only on SI but also on SD as a strategy in
SI.
The last direction we could find focuses only on SD strategies ([Koh08], [AZM+15] and [DOK+17]).
We could not investigate if the authors perceived SD as part of SI, since there were no indications
given in their paper.
One interesting paper we found contained an approach to decompose a service without access
to the actual implementation. In order to accomplish such task, Athanasopoulos et al. proposed
an approach to enable cohesion-driven decomposition of service interfaces. Their approach does
not rely on knowledge about a service’s implementation and splits a services interface into more
cohesive interfaces. They validated their approach on 22 services, provided by Amazon and Yahoo
[AZM+15].
Yousef provided another unique approach. In his work he presents a framework to assess the quality
of a service identified with SI approaches. The Framework is demonstrated by using a case study
from the health care domain [You16].
Concerning microservices, we retrieved only two papers ([ZNL17] and [JTKB18]) as already
mentioned above. Both paper focus on SD in a microservice-based environment. We already
presented one paper ([ZNL17]) in the pattern category. Another approach, is presented by Josélyne
et al. in [JTKB18]. In their paper, they provide a method to partition services in a microservice-based
system, following the domain driven design approach.
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Change Impact and Scenarios
Maintaining software components in SOA and microservice-based systems, one important thing to
be done is to examine the impact a change could have on other components. Analyzing this category,
we found out that nearly half of all 39 papers presented therein, contain either a process or a method
(19 papers). Furthermore we found out that only four literature studies were conducted ([WW13] in
2013, [AAA14] in 2014, [AAA+15] in 2015 and [SJ18] in 2016). Concerning microservices, we
found a total of five papers ([SAM15], [WKZ14], [Bog18], [EZG15] and [EZG14]) which are related
to microservices as well as SOA. To our knowledge there are currently no existing microservices
exclusive papers.
Investigating the content presented in all papers in this category, we could find three relevant research
directions: 1) change impact in business processes (e.g. [BABM11] and [WYZ10]), 2) change
impact in services (e.g. [RP12] and [WKO16]) and 3) change impact prevention (e.g. [CTA14] and
[BMSZ09]).
We will now briefly present an approach from each research direction in the following three
paragraphs.
Business processes need to be flexible in order to be able to easily accommodate changes [BABM11].
Boukhebouze et al. provide an approach to evaluate how flexible a specific business process is. In
their approach, a business process is specified with rules based on the event-condition-action model.
These rules can be translated into a graph of rules. The graph is then used to assess a business
process flexibility and to estimate its cost of change [BABM11].
It is important that developers are not only aware of possible dependencies in SOA but also where and
if they will happen. Traditional approaches often rely on dependency graphs between web services
[Dam14]. To predict change impact in a web service ecosystem Dam proposes a different approach
through mining the version history [Dam14] by also assuming that if services were frequently
changed together in the past, they will likely be changed together in the future.
An important activity while evolving a service is to ensure its backwards compatibility. To address
this problem, Borovskiy et al. suggest a new interface design, which is called Generic Web
Services. This interface design allows a service provider to add new functionality and to ensure the
compatibility with already existing clients [BMSZ09].
Moving to papers related to microservices and SOA, we mostly found investigative work such as
interviews ([WKZ14], [EZG15] and [EZG14]). For example, in [EZG15] Espinha et al. provide an
interview conducted with six developers to learn their experiences in connection with evolving web
APIs. Also among other topics in their work, they provide a study of evolution policies from API
providers (Google Maps, Facebook, Netflix and Twitter) and a list of nine recommendations for
API users as well as their providers [EZG15].
There were also some publications related to more general scenario-based evaluation. One example
of these is [LRRA11]. In their paper, Leotta et al. describe their first step of an ongoing project.
They compare two alternative architectures (non-SOA and SOA), of a postal system using SAAM
(Software Architecture Analysis Method). First results have shown that SOA is capable of adapting
faster to change than the old architecture. According to Leotta et al., SAAM is easy to apply and
use, but the results are partially subjective [LRRA11].
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Maintainability Metrics and Prediction
Containing a total of 55 papers, “Maintainability Metrics and Prediction” is the second largest
category. More than half of all provided papers contain a case study, field study or empirical study.
Further, this category contains the greatest absolute amount of literature studies (11 papers), as
can be seen in figure 5.9. Overall, 4 papers in this category are related to SOA and microservices
([BWZ17a], [BFWZ18], [BWZ17b] and [Bog18]) while only one paper is exclusively related to
microservices ([ELBH18]).
We could identify several research directions related to maintainability metrics or maintainability
prediction. The first research direction contains papers where authors either find or present metrics
related to structural or quality attributes (e.g. [QX09] in SOA or [BWZ17a] for SOA and microser-
vices). To provide a short overview of such papers, we briefly summarized three contributions
below.
Meaningful metrics are needed for calculating a system’s complexity. To fix this state, Qingqing et
al. present a set of metrics which are usable to asses complexity in SBS [QX09].
In order to provide metrics, which can measure the degree of cohesion in SBS, Perepletchikov et al.
redefined notions of cohesion metrics for OOP and procedural design in order to be applicable to
SOA [PRF07].
High coupling influences maintainability negatively. It is important to quantify this design attribute
with metrics. Perepletchikov et al. propose a set of metrics suitable to measure structural coupling
in SOA which can be used to predict maintainability [PRFT07].
Another research direction we found contained papers where the authors provided approaches or
methods to evaluate a system’s component maintainability or related quality attributes (evolvability
or adaptability), as in [SP15] (SOA) or [ELBH18] (microservices).
In their paper, Senivongse et al. present a model, able to determine a service-oriented system’s
maintainability [SP15]. The model uses the Quality Model of Object Oriented Design (QMOOD)
assessment method, which is able to define relations between quality attributes and design properties
[GJ14]. The presented assessment model can also be modified by organizations and assess which
parts of service operation management or service design should be improved [SP15].
In order to provide maintainable microservice-based systems, it is important to assess if the current
architecture incorporates bad practices which could lead to negative attributes such as high coupling.
To support the evaluation of a microservice-based system’s architecture, Engel et al. propose MAAT
(Microservice Architecture Analysis Tool). This tool is able to automatically evaluate a system’s
architecture and supports the detection of hot spots therein [ELBH18].
The last research direction we could identify, contains papers where authors focused on predicting
system quality attributes (evolvability, maintainability etc.), as in [WKO16] (SOA) or [KRS17]
(SOA). To provide an example for this research direction, we briefly summarized an approach
provided by Wang et al. in [WKO16]. This paper gives a good idea what benefits prediction-based
approaches can provide.
When service interfaces evolve, service subscribers can be affected in various intensities. An unus-
able service due to interface incompatibilities needs to be maintained and is therefore not available
for a certain amount of time. If interface evolution could be predicted, companies could manage
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resources (e.g. programmers) as well as maintenance more efficiently [WKO16] to accommodate
possible changes. In order to enable the prediction of a web service’s evolution, Wang et al. propose
an approach using machine learning based on artificial neural networks [WKO16]. In order to
validate their results, they conducted experiments with six prevalent web services. The retrieved
results from those experiments show that their approach is capable of predicting the evolution of a
web service with a precision and recall of more than 82% [WKO16].
Evolution Management
We sorted all papers in this category which help to plan or improve software evolution and are not
suitable for our other categories (see also section 5.2). Therefore we could not find any relevant
research directions, otherwise a separate category would have been created. However, before we
present some approaches from this category, we will briefly go over some numbers regarding our
methodical categorization.
As already shown in figure 5.9, most dominant methodical categories are “Case Study, Field Study
or Empirical Study”, “Model or Taxonomy” and “Processes and Methods”. About 66% of all papers
in this category contain at least one of the mentioned methodics/ contributions. Only two papers
include a literature study ([WW13] and [FL09]).
Concerning microservices, we could not find any papers exclusively related to microservices. Three
papers are related to SOA and microservices ([XYCL17], [EZG15] and [EZG14]).
To get an overview which papers were sorted into this category, we present a brief summary of five
papers in the following paragraphs.
One reason which can cause evolution is a change in requirements. This so called requirement-driven
evolution can happen for several reasons. Such reasons can be stakeholders, who want to weaken
or strengthen their requirements [SLM12], or changes in an environment. In order to support this
type of software evolution, Zhang et al. present an RGPS (Role, Goal, Process and Service)-based
requirement evolution framework. Even if their work is still at a formative stage, they included ideas
which could help to further understand how to manage requirement evolution [ZYL11].
A problem with SOA is that components are often distributed and not contained in a single entity’s
domain [Fok14]. In order to support evolution of service systems, Fokaefs presents in his thesis
WSDarwin, which is a framework to support evolution. WSDarwin’s contribution is threefold:
Firstly, it contains an Eclipse plugin which is capable of automating the adaption of service clients
in Java towards web services. Secondly, it provides a web application which invokes the WSDarwin
functionality which generates Web Application Description Language (WADL) interfaces and can
compare different versions of these interfaces. The results are presented to the user through a
JavaScript interface. Lastly, WSDarwin provides a system which can support decisionmaking in an
ecosystem of competitive providers and clients [Fok14].
Development andmaintenance of SOA systems require different types of staff compared to traditional
systems [KLS07]. In their work, Kajko-Mattsson et al. provide a framework of required IT roles for
SOA development and maintenance. Neither is the framework complete nor are the therein presented
roles validated [KLS07]. However, this framework could give a first impression of required roles
and their tasks.
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Manual coding is a time-consuming and error-prone task. In order to reduce manual coding effort
and reconfiguration when web services in SOA evolve, Zuo et al. present a programming framework
which is able to support web service development, service- as well as client-side [ZYA14].
Web APIs are integrated in several service- and microservice-based systems. When these APIs
evolve, this usually affects more than one party (e.g. Google Maps API). Espinha et al. conducted
an interview with six web API client developers to learn from their experience with web APIs that
evolved. Further they carried out a study on evolution policies from four web APIs (Google Maps,
Facebook, Twitter and Netflix). They also investigated ten open source clients which use these APIs
and examined their impact on the source code of these clients. Lastly, they provide a list of seven
recommendations for developers of web APIs as well as client applications integrating a web API
[EZG14].
Other
As already described, this category contains all papers we could not sort into one of the categories
above. To provide an impression what was sorted into this category, we present two papers as an
example.
Depending on service type, reusability can be a desired attribute (see also section 2.3.2). In their
work, Dan et al. provide four key challenges in service reuse: 1) governing enterprise-wide use of
consistent business terms, 2) governing new service creation and discovery of existing services,
3) governing service entitlement and 4) governing service enhancement. In order to address these
challenges, Dan et al. recommend pro-active measures such as methodologies or supporting
infrastructure capabilities [DJC08].
A main concern in SOA after deployment, is maintenance and evolution [LS08]. In order to support
this activity, Lewis et al. presents an overview on SOA concepts, best practices for implementation
and most important, research challenges for SOA maintenance and evolution. Four main research
challenges are mentioned in their paper: 1) tools as well as techniques and environments to support
maintenance activities in SOA, 2) multilanguage system analysis and maintenance, 3) re-engineering
processes for migration to SOA environments and 4) evolution patterns of service-oriented systems
[LS08].
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5.5 Notable Differences between Service-Oriented Architecture and
Microservices (RQ4)
Comparing the distribution of microservices related papers among all thematical categories, the
first thing notable is that “Architecture Recovery and Documentation” not only contains most
microservices exclusive approaches but also more approaches related to microservices (5) than
approaches related to SOA (4). Secondly, containing an overall amount of 12 papers, “Model-driven
Approach” is the only category including papers only related to SOA. Thirdly, while containing the
overall most amount of papers, “Evolution Management” contains only 12,5% of all microservices
related and microservices exclusive papers. In summary, as in most categories microservices related
approaches are vastly outnumbered by SOA related approaches, which also can be seen in figure
5.10.
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SOA = “Service-Oriented Architecture”,MS = “Microservices”, ARD = “Architecture Recovery
and Documentation”,MD-A = “Model-driven Approach”, P = “Patterns”, APBS = “Antipatterns
and Bad Smells”, SID = “Service Identification and Decomposition”, CIS = “Change Impact and
Scenarios”,MMP = “Maintainability Metrics and Prediction”, EM = “Evolution Management”, O
= “Other”
With figure 5.10, we have shown already the most prominent difference that is the overall amount of
microservices related papers. Therefore we will not mention this difference again in the following
sections. However, while going through our formed categories, we could find some more differences.
We present those differences separated per category. A category will not be mentioned in this
section if no notable difference could be found.
Architecture Recovery and Documentation
This category is the only one where distribution between SOA and microservices related papers is
nearly equal. Four papers include approaches exclusively related to SOA (44%) and five papers
contain approaches exclusively for microservices (56%). Being the smallest category overall, it
contains the highest relative amount of microservices related papers.
Concerning microservices related approaches, we found something interesting namely, all of these
approaches were reactive. All papers retrieved are focusing on how a systems architecture can be
recovered ([MW18], [KUSM18] and [GCF+17]) but no paper provided a concrete approach to
properly document a microservice-based architecture in the first place. However, concerning SOA
related approaches, we could find papers which focus on architecture extraction (e.g [EZG11]) and
documentation (e.g [BWH18]).
Model-driven Approaches
“Model-driven Approaches” is the only category, which contains no papers related to microservices,
as can also be seen in figure 5.10. All papers (12) are exclusively related to SOA.
Patterns
In comparison to SOA related approaches, patterns are used in microservices related papers to also
verify architecture conformance ([ZNL17]).
Another difference we could find was that in SOA related papers, authors used patterns for change
impact estimation ([WHHC14]), an approach we could not find in microservices related patterns.
Antipatterns and Bad Smells
Regarding “Antipatterns and Bad Smells”, we found out that papers exlusively related to microser-
vices only provide basic information on antipatterns ([CBD18] and [TL18]), but no approaches to
detect them. SOA related papers however, not only provide basic knowledge about antipatterns, but
also contain different approaches (e.g. SODA-W in [PMTG14]) to detect antipatterns.
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Service Identification and Decomposition
A difference we noticed in this section was while papers related to SOA provided content on service
identification and service decomposition (e.g. [CLW11]), both microservices exclusive papers only
included content related to service decomposition ([ZNL17] and [JTKB18]).
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In this section, we will explain possible threats to the validity of this SLR and our approach to
counter or mitigate these. We extracted possible threats (in addition to our own) from literature
(Zhou et al. [ZJZ+16]), and provide our approach to counter or mitigate these threats (if possible).
6.1 Planning Phase
In this phase, we present all possible threats which could endanger the validity of this thesis during
the planning of the SLR.
Non-specification of Details
This threat could lead to non-repeatability of this SLR. In order to counter this threat, we developed
a rigid research protocol (as can be seen in chapter 4), including all necessary details.
Insufficient Search Strategy
An insufficient search strategy could return undesirable research results and therefore not return the
type of papers this thesis intended to explore. To counter this risk, we provide a protocol (chapter 4)
which was developed and then reviewed by another researcher.
Lack of Standardization
A lack of standardization could lead future researchers into misunderstanding findings we presented
in this work. To counter this threat, we provide an overview on important technical backgrounds
and terms in chapter 2.
Incomprehensive Databases
Choosing the wrong databases could lead to receiving papers not related to the desired context (i.e.
computer science). To counter this problem, we chose databases related to software engineering or
restricted the search term further as can be seen in section 4.2.1.
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Inappropriate Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Inappropriate inclusion or exclusion criteria could not only reduce reproduceability but also lead to
the inclusion of low quality papers. In order to counter this threat, inclusion and exclusion criteria
were developed in an iterative process and peer reviewed by a second researcher.
Inadequate Sample Size
As we already described in section 4.2.4, we chose to limit the maximum results of each database to
250 results in order to provide a manageable amount of work. This has not only limited our sample
size, but also restricted our intermediate result set to results which were interpreted as relevant by
the search engine. We could not provide a sufficient countermeasure to this threat. However, we
conducted a forward citation search which should have weakened this threat.
6.2 Conducting Phase
In this phase, we present all possible threats which could endanger the validity of this thesis during
the conduction of this SLR.
Bias in Study Selection
A bias in the selection of studies could lead to the inclusion of papers which should not be in this
thesis and to the exclusion of papers which should be in it. To mitigate this threat, the inclusion and
exclusion process was done independently by two researchers and then discussed.
Source not Accessible
We already saw this as a possible problem before conducting the SLR. However, we did not encounter
an inaccessible source.
Categorization Bias
A possible threat to validity could be that we have not developed an optimal set of categories.
In combination with “Subjective Categorization” this could lead to a non-representative set of
categories and a non-representative representation of our retrieved papers. To mitigate this risk, the
categories were developed by two researchers in several iterations.
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Subjective Categorization
A subjective categorization could lead to the misinterpretation of our results. For example it could
lead to misinterpretation while detecting possible gaps (e.g. low amount of papers related to
microservices in a specific category). In order to limit this problem, the categorization process was
also done independently by two researchers and different results were discussed.
Subjective Data Interpretation
The subjective interpretation of papers could lead to the wrong synthesizing of its content. In order
to mitigate this threat, papers which were unclear regarding their contribution were discussed among
two researchers.
6.3 Reporting Phase
In this phase, we present a possible threat which could endanger the validity of this thesis during
the reporting phase.
Bias Concerning Relevant Papers
A potential risk is that other researchers may have chosen other papers as relevant approaches
(regarding RQ3). We tried to mitigate a potential bias in pointing out more general, objective
research directions and underpinned these with examples. Further, several proof readings were
conducted with a more experienced researcher.
Lack of Expert Evaluation
This threat could lead to a wrong conclusion of this study. To prevent this, the study was proof read
several times during the writing process by another researcher.
6.4 Non-stage Specific Threats
Failures while conducting a study can happen in several stages. Possible reasons were listed above. A
further possible threat, which does not go well with one of the mentioned stages, is the inexperience
of the researcher. But as with nearly all listed possible threats we tried to encounter this problem
with various proof readings by another, more experienced researcher.
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7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we present the summary of this thesis, our implications and an outlook on possible
future work.
7.1 Summary
In chapter 1, we began this paper providing a motivation on why there is a need to conduct an
SLR on maintainability assurance approaches and techniques for SOA and microservices. We
explained that software maintenance costs money and therefore effective and efficient maintenance
is important. Further we introduced SOA and microservices as promising architectural styles
concerning maintainability. Moreover, even if these architectures promise to be maintainable, it
is crucial to know how maintenance should be carried out. We explained that research is spread
across several databases and that an SLR is capable of collecting and synthesizing this research.
Following this, we presented our four research questions:
1. RQ1: How can maintainability assurance approaches and techniques for service- and
microservice-based systems, that have been proposed in scientific literature, be categorized?
2. RQ2: How are the identified publications distributed among the formed categories?
3. RQ3: What are the most relevant research directions, challenges or gaps per identified
category?
4. RQ4: Are there notable differences between the approaches and techniques proposed for
service-based systems and those for microservices?
After the provision of our objective, we explained some important technical background details
which were important to fully understand this thesis. We started with explaining the basics of service-
and microservice-based systems. Next, we described the term maintainability. We started off with a
definition and different types of software maintenance and then moved forward to maintainability
and influencing factors.
Directly following this chapter we provided a brief overview of related work. We presented several
literature reviews, we retrieved through our research, which either provided a much broader scope
(e.g. [STH18]), or a much narrower scope (e.g. [BWZ17a]). The fact that there were no papers
with a similar scope to ours indicated a gap in this field of research and therefore legitimated this
thesis.
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Having pointed out this gap we went forward and explained how the SLR was conducted. We first
provided an overview of what defines an SLR and then presented our research process in detail.
We started with mentioning our research questions and then moved on to our datasources and our
search strategy. Subsequently, we detailed our inclusion and exclusion process and explained how
we conducted our follow-up citation search and the categorization of all papers.
Concerning the results of this study, we first presented a more general view on retrieved results.
We showed how our results were distributed among the chosen publishers before and after citation
search. Hereby we discovered that microservices related approaches are vastly outnumbered by
SOA related approaches.
We then provided an overview of our threefold categorization approach and briefly explained each
category (RQ1). After this, we displayed how the papers are distributed among those formed
categories and discovered a notable underrepresentation of microservices related research (RQ2).
Lastly, we presented relevant research directions (RQ3) and provided an overview on notable
differences between SOA and microservice-based architecture (RQ4).
Regarding RQ1, we provided as already described, a threefold categorization system. Each paper
from our result set (223 papers) was categorized into an architectural category, a thematical category
and if possible into an optional methodical category.
InRQ2, we analyzed the distribution of the papers among the formed categories. We discovered that
microservices related approaches are vastly outnumbered by approaches related to SOA. The overall
best represented category was “Evolution Management” (25,1% of all papers), shortly followed by
“Maintainability Metrics and Prediction” (24,7% of all papers). However, “Architecture Recovery”
contained the least amount of papers (4% of all papers).
Concerning RQ3, we presented our overview of relevant research directions, challenges and gaps.
For example regarding SOA related papers in the category “Change Impact and Scenarios”, we
could identify three relevant research directions: 1) change impact in business processes, 2) change
impact in services and 3) change impact prevention. Another example are research directions
in “Maintainability Metrics and Prediction”. We could coarsely divide papers on the following
research directions: 1) finding a provisioning of metrics, 2) using metrics to evaluate a system’s
maintainability (or a related quality attribute) and 3) prediction of a system’s quality attribute with
metrics. We also found papers which could not be assigned to a relevant or frequent research
direction. A lot of these papers can be found in “Evolution Management” and “Other” due to their
generalization.
In RQ4, we presented notable differences between SOA and microservice-based architecture.
For example, we noticed that even if microservices related approaches occurred rarely among
all categories, we identified one category (“Architecture Recovery and Documentation”) where
SOA related papers (4) were barely outnumbered by microservices related papers (5). Another
interesting finding we had, for example was that most approaches of microservices related papers in
“Architecture Recovery and Documentation” were reactive (only focusing on architecture recovery).
A last example for such notable differences can be seen in “Model-driven Approaches”. We could
not retrieve any microservices related paper in this category. However, it is difficult to derive if this
constitutes a research gap or if model-driven approaches are not suitable to assure maintainability
in microservice-based systems. As can be seen in [TDKL18], papers related to model-driven
approaches do exist for microservices, but we did not find any during our study. A possible reason
for this might be that they do not cover maintainability/evolvability related aspects.
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7.2 Implications and Future Work
In this paper, we discovered several things. Firstly, research regarding maintainability assurance
in microservice-based systems has not gotten a lot of attention over the last years (see also figure
5.6). A possible reason for this state could be that microservices are seen not as important as SOA
and therefore get less attention. Another imaginable reason is that microservice-based systems are
perceived to have a positive impact on a software product’s maintainability [BFWZ19], without
further attention. Furthermore, more than half of all retrieved papers were released before 2014.
There is a good chance that papers released before 2014 may have lost relevance to some degree.
Lastly, we could identify several differences between approaches suitable for SOA or microservices.
Based on this take-aways we suggest the following areas for further research:
Firstly, since we have shown a massive underrepresentation of microservices related maintainability
assurance research, follow up research should fill this gap. In order to achieve this, we suggest that
future researchers should first investigate in which area of maintainability assurance urgent need
exists. Our categorization can hereby provide a first idea of where to start.
Secondly, even if maintainability assurance in SOA was well represented in this study, it might be a
good idea to revisit these areas of research. This is because of the possibility that requirements and
use cases of SOA could have changed over the years due to technological advancement.
Thirdly, we presented a paper ([BWZ17a]) where the authors investigated if existing SOA related
maintainability metrics are also suitable for microservices. A possible idea for further research we
derived from this paper, could therefore be to investigate if approaches exist throughout our result
set, which are also applicable to microservices or the other way around.
Fourthly, during our research, we could not retrieve any model-driven approaches specifically
designed for microservices. As we have shown in section 7.1, papers related to model-driven
approaches do exist for microservices [TDKL18]. Further research could investigate if existing
model-driven approaches also aim to improve the maintainability of microservice-based systems or
if there is no interest in this topic.
Lastly, as we mentioned in section 4.2.4, we excluded runtime adaptation, testing and legacy
migration since each of these topics could provide enough content to be dealt separately with. We
therefore suggest future researchers to pick up these topics in a literature study.
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[SHM+13], [AZ11], [HZ12],
[Wan18], [BFWZ18], [KKR17b],
[WRC+13], [KAR+11], [SSP09],
[GA11], [MM14], [Wan09],
[MB10], [SVP12], [Hir12],
[EM15], [TY13], [OSIS16],
[Feu11], [ZHZ+16], [KR16],
[CS15], [NW14], [HW08],
[KKR17a], [PRT10], [BWZ17b],
[Bog18], [NGS15], [WKO16],
[KRS17]
[BKC+10], [KLS07], [Fun11],
[WJ12], [IAKK16], [ZYL11],
[XYCL17], [WW13], [MPS14],
[LMZS09], [WC15], [ZSK12],
[RP12], [WB14b], [WW15],
[ZBA14a], [FSM14], [AP11],
[IHL+13], [DMT13], [ZBA14b],
[GMK+11], [SBB11], [Zuo16],
[FL09], [ZGZW16], [SFCK14],
[AP10], [AJP12], [Dem13],
[TJSD10], [ZYA14], [PLW+10],
[RRS+11], [MYXK08], [CCBJ11],
[Jel15], [FS16], [HYX+11],
[RCS+08], [FHPM11], [FS14a],
[FHH+13], [SZZ+12], [KZ13],
[WCX10], [HLM+11], [EZG15],
[EZG14], [Fok15], [FS13a],
[Fok14], [FOS15], [FS12],
[FS14b], [FS13b]
[RGR11], [NM16],
[WGEZ16], [SAD16],
[KCH11], [BBPM15],
[KLS08], [AD10],
[ECZG12], [SMSL17],
[LWD08], [LS],
[ÖE12], [LS08],
[DJC08], [AGR13],
[WWR+12], [TNSC17]
Table A.3: Thematical categorization 3/3, microservices, SOA, microservices and SOA
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B Full Methodical Categorization
Case Study, Field Study or Empirical Study Literature Study
[HLK08], [KRN+11], [AZD11], [PK16], [KG12b], [XYZ19],
[ZBA14a], [PRF07], [PRFT07], [IHL+13], [HO10], [MSK10],
[GMK+11], [SBB11], [ECZG12], [Zuo16], [YVBG12], [Wan09],
[ZGZW16], [SMSL17], [LWD08], [SFCK14], [JTKB18], [AP10],
[AJP12], [Dem13], [TJSD10], [ZYA14], [PLW+10], [RRS+11],
[Ath17], [EKM07], [ÖE12], [MYXK08], [CCBJ11], [Feu11],
[FS16], [DG10], [SKH+17], [RCS+08], [AGR13], [LCZ12],
[PMH+15], [FHH+13], [BABM09], [DCG11],[SZZ+12], [GCF+17],
[HZC11], [HLM+11], [SAM15], [PR11], [SCKP08], [SRY17],
[SP15], [DDD11], [RKS+10], [XYCL17], [MW18], [KS18],
[FMT+11], [KSB+11], [Rom15], [RP12], [AS16], [PGM+15],
[You16], [LM12], [WB14b], [LPM15], [SAD16], [AZM+15],
[dVE+13], [LRRA11], [EMK12], [PDMG14], [Pal13], [DMT13],
[FTLL14], [ZNL17], [ELBH18], [GBO+10], [KLS08], [AD10],
[SHM+13], [AZ11], [HZ12], [WKZ14], [LXLZ13], [NMV13],
[Wan18], [PAK+14], [BFWZ18], [KKR17b], [WRC+13], [SSP09],
[FL09], [GA11], [KUSM18], [CBD18], [TL18], [Dam14],
[Pis17], [WKO16], [OKIC17], [BCDP14], [Hir12], [TY13],
[Jel15], [OSIS16], [PNM+13], [ZHZ+16], [MPN+12], [PMTG14],
[XGZ07], [HYX+11], [HW08], [TSZ18], [KKR17a], [PRT10],
[KD08], [FS14a], [NGS15], [KZ13], [REW+11], [AAE18],
[NBM+15], [WWR+12], [Pal15], [TNSC17], [KRS17], [WCX10],
[MZD11], [EZG15], [EZG14], [OGKI15], [DOK+17], [Fok15],
[FS12], [FS14b], [FS13b]
[BB18a], [KG12c],
[WW13], [BB18b],
[CLW11], [NM16],
[BD13], [SPR+19],
[HPD+14], [BWZ17a],
[AAA14], [SHM+13],
[HZ12], [KKCR09a],
[AAA+15], [WRC+13],
[FL09], [MM14],
[SVP12], [KKCR09b],
[EM15], [KR16],
[NW14], [SJ18],
[Pal15]
Table B.1:Methodical categorization 1/2, microservices, SOA, microservices and SOA
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Model or Taxonomy Processes and Methods
Reference Architecture
and Tools
[XYZ17], [SCKP08],
[KLS07], [SP15],
[Fun11], [KG12a],
[IAKK16], [ZYL11],
[GL11], [KG12c],
[PM15], [BB18b],
[QLL+12], [MW18],
[SS09], [WGEZ16],
[WYZS12], [WW15],
[EMK12], [AP11],
[IHL+13], [ZNL17],
[GBO+10], [KLS08],
[K C13], [Xa12],
[MSK10], [AD10],
[ZDZ10], [ZBA14b],
[GMK+11], [SBB11],
[Zuo16], [Lar08],
[YVBG12], [KUSM18],
[ZGZW16], [SFCK14],
[AP10], [AJP12],
[Dem13], [TJSD10],
[ZYA14], [PLW+10],
[MB10], [RRS+11],
[Hir12], [MYXK08],
[FS16], [CS15],
[NW14], [DG10],
[HYX+11], [SKH+17],
[FHPM11], [ZAB15],
[PRT10], [LCZ12],
[BWZ17b], [PMH+15],
[FHH+13], [BABM09],
[NGS15], [SZZ+12],
[KZ13], [AAE18],
[GCF+17], [WCX10],
[MZD11], [HLM+11],
[Fok15], [FS13a],
[FS12], [FS14b],
[FS13b]
[XYZ17], [Koh08], [BKC+10], [LMN10],
[HLK08], [SRY17], [Fun11], [IAKK16],
[ZYL11], [BABM11], [XYCL17], [MPS14],
[MW18], [LMZ09], [LMZS09], [WC15],
[ZSK12], [SS09], [KSB+11], [Rom15],
[PGM+15], [You16], [LM12], [WB14b],
[LPM15], [WYZ10], [WYZS12], [XYZ19],
[FBD+11], [WW15], [ZBA14a], [FSM14],
[AZM+15], [EMK12], [AP11], [IHL+13],
[KCH11], [WC11], [PDMG14], [Pal13],
[DMT13], [FTLL14], [ZNL17], [ELBH18],
[GBO+10], [K C13], [Xa12], [MSK10],
[ZDZ10], [KKCR09a], [NMV13], [GMK+11],
[Wan18], [LEMP07], [Zuo16], [Lar08],
[YVBG12], [FL09], [KUSM18], [ZGZW16],
[SFCK14], [JTKB18], [AP10], [AJP12],
[Dem13], [Dam14], [Pis17], [Jel15],
[WKO16], [TJSD10], [ZYA14], [PLW+10],
[SVP12], [OKIC17], [EKM07], [ÖE12],
[BCDP14], [MYXK08], [TY13], [OSIS16],
[PNM+13], [ZHZ+16], [MPN+12], [PMTG14],
[XGZ07], [RCS+08], [TSZ18], [KD08],
[TJ14], [LCZ12], [PMH+15], [BABM09],
[Bog18], [DCG11], [SZZ+12], [KZ13],
[NBM+15], [GCF+17], [EZG11], [Pal15],
[HZC11], [WCX10], [MZD11], [OGKI15],
[DOK+17], [Fok15], [FS13a], [Fok14],
[FS12], [FS14b]
[WYZ11], [RGR11],
[SRY17], [WJ12],
[TBK+16], [BWH18],
[FCH13], [CTA14],
[MW18], [SS09],
[KSB+11], [Rom15],
[RP12], [PGM+15],
[LM12], [WB14b],
[LPM15], [WYZS12],
[XYZ19], [BBPM15],
[Pal13], [BMSZ09],
[ELBH18], [MSK10],
[ZDZ10], [NMV13],
[Wan18], [SBB11],
[LEMP07], [WRC+13],
[Zuo16], [YVBG12],
[KUSM18], [SMSL17],
[LWD08], [Dem13],
[FS13b], [TJSD10],
[ZYA14], [PLW+10],
[OKIC17], [RRS+11],
[Ath17], [ÖE12],
[BCDP14], [Hir12],
[CCBJ11], [Jel15],
[OSIS16], [PNM+13],
[NPMG13], [ZHZ+16],
[MPN+12], [PMTG14],
[SKH+17], [RCS+08],
[AGR13], [FS14a],
[NGS15], [DCG11],
[REW+11], [NBM+15],
[GCF+17], [WWR+12],
[Pal15], [HZC11],
[MZD11], [HLM+11],
[Fok15], [Fok14],
[FOS15], [FS12]
Table B.2:Methodical categorization 2/2, microservices, SOA, microservices and SOA
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